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Source Source Statistics Date/Time Comments/Feedback

Meganwelker on Twitter * Name:  Megan Welker

* Location: Sacramento, CA

* Bio: “I take photos of  people 
and I like it.” (as described on 
Twitter)

* Following: 153

* Followers: 256

* Tweets: 2,029

February 8, 2010

8:57 p.m.

Long time Bare Escentuals user 
expresses love of  the product.

“bare minerals is theeee best! 
I’ve used it for 6 years. Seriosly, 
it’s that good!”

msLOVELYnyc on 
Twitter

* Name: Niesha S.

* Location: New York City

* Bio: “I’m just me. Let’s keep 
things simple.” (as described on 
Twitter)

* Following: 116

* Followers: 105

* Tweets: 7,363

February 9, 2010

10:46 a.m.

Bare Escentuals user responds 
to the products effectiveness. 
“this bare minerals make up 
does wonders for people omg.”

mokeyGH on Twitter * Name: Monica 

* Location: n/a

* Bio: n/a

* Following: 168

* Followers: 169

* Tweets: 4,898

February 7, 2010

11:23 a.m. 

Bare Escentuals user expresses 
excitement of  the products long 
lasting wear. “I can honestly say 
Bare Minerals makeup Rocks. 
Put it on, went out in the bliz-
zard, rode up and down the 
road on the 4 wheeler.”

monafayev on Twitter * Name: Mona

* Location: Houston

* Bio: “A NYC chick at heart no 
matter what.” (as described on 
Twitter)

* Following: 128

* Followers: 187

February 7, 2010

5:52 p.m.

Bare Escentuals user expresses 
love for product and its prices. 
“thank u! I was a mac person, 
then my gf  showed me bare 
minerals. My fav 2 now! Lol (& 
it’s a bit cheaper).”

DealBook on TECH-
NORATI

* Name: The New York Times 
*Location: (http://dealbook.
blogs.nytimes.com)

*Bio: Business section, edited by: 
Andrew Ross Sorkin

* Following: Top 100 overall blogs 
on site

2 Weeks Ago International financial news 
regarding Bare Escentuals dis-
scused. Shiseido makes tender 
off  for Bare Escentuals in its 
effort to acquire the company 
for $1.7 billion. 
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Bare Escentuals fans on 
Facebook

*10 different Bare Minerals Face-
book fan pages

* 8 different Bare Escentuals fan 
pages

* Bare Escentuals Cosmetics 
(most highly populated fan page- 
117,351 fans)

* 133 different Bare Minerals 
groups

* Most largely populated group is 
called “We LOVE Bare Escentu-
als & Minerals.”

- This group consists of  5,025 
members. Also has a discussion 
board

February 14, 2010 

10;07 a.m.

Bare Escentuals Cosmetics fan 
page

- This page contains a discus-
sion board for product users 
to discuss their complaints or 
complements about the prod-
ucts. Fans also discuss retired 
products they would like to see 
back on shelves.

Bare Escentuals fans on 
Facebook

Name: Adi Teodoru

Age: n/a

Location: n/a

Bio: Bare Escentuals employee

Friend Count: 192

Feb 12, 2010

9:45 a.m.

Bare Escentuals employee ex-
presses attitude toward product 
and being an employee for the 
company.

“BE is not only one of  the best 
brands of  make up and skin 
care, but it is also one of  the 
best working environments I 
have ever had the pleasure of  
being part of. The people are 
friendly, there is plenty of  room 
for advancement, and they are 
willing to work with you on 
practically everything”

Bare Escentuals fans on 
Facebook

Name: Naa Odarkai Amele Mills

Age: n/a

Location: n/a

Bio: n/a

Friend count: 85

Feb 12, 2010

11:55 a.m.

Bare Escentuals employee 
expresses what it is like working 
for the company. “i love work-
ing for them too. who knew you 
could really love what you do 
for a living”

Bare Escentuals fans on 
Facebook: “Complaints” 
section

Name: Amber Russel Treat

Location: Elmira, NY

Age: 35

Bio: N/A

Friend count: 222

February 6, 2009 Bare Escentuals user expresses 
confusion about the product. 

“at 1st i did not get the BE ex-
perience. It is a totally different 
experience. It took some time 
for me to get used to it.”
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Bare Escentuals Cosmet-
ics Discussion Board on 
Facebook

Name: Lori Moore Marshburn

Location: n/a

Age: n/a

Bio: Hate to say it, but I love 
shopping..just don’t like trying on 
clothes. I’m a jeans, t-shirt and 
flip-flop kinda girl.

Friend count: 214

February 12, 2010

 2:07 a.m.

Bare escentuals user is confused 
about the process of  applying 
the product. 

“There are so many steps when 
applying [Bare Escentuals] that 
it gets confusing when you’re a 
newbie.”

Bare Escentuals Cosmet-
ics Discussion Board on 
Facebook

Name: Christie Comstock

Location: Bakersfield, CA

Age: N/A

Bio: N/A

Friend Count: 104

February 12, 2010

5: 27 p.m.

New user discusses her first 
encounter with the product.

“My husband got me Bare 
Minerals for Valentines Day...so 
I am a new user, a little nervous 
but very excited.”

Bare Minerals’ Girls- 
Myspace group (found 
through IceRocket)

*Myspace group found in Fashion 
& Style category. 

*This group has 582 members

Dec 10, 2008 *Bare Escentuals Cosmetics fan 
page

- This page contains a discus-
sion board for product users 
to discuss their complaints or 
complements about the prod-
ucts. Fans also discuss retired 
products they would like to see 
back on shelves.

User responds to skin reaction 
from the product.

“After only using it for about 
3 weeks, I have noticed a huge 
difference. I don’t break out 
as much or as often. My skin 
is more even toned. My skin 
looks and feels healthier. And 
it makes most of  the acne scars 
appear lighter and almost non-
existent.”

Bare Minerals’ Girls- 
Myspace group: user: Mi-
la’s Mommy~Whimsy~

Name: n/a

Location: Rio Grande Valley, TX

Age: 32

Bio: n/a

February 12, 2010

7: 21 p.m.

User discusses proper use of  
the product.

“Last weekend I picked up 
“Double Dewy,” All over face 
colors, in Warm Radiance and 
Bare Radiance… I couldn’t pass 
it up, but I”m not sure how to 
apply it correctly.”
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Blogs.myspace.com/
Elainefaye

On Myspace

*Name: Elaine Faye

Myspace Blog: Bare Escentuals 
Buxom Lash

February 9, 2010 Bare Escentuals user com-
ments about Bare Escentu-
als mascara. “So, this is an 
amazing product! I have very 
short thin eye lashes and this 
mascara made them so long 
and lush. The wand is shaped 
like a very curvy lady, and 
I’m not sure if  that’s what 
it is… but it’s pretty awe-
some….”

YOUTUBE- Bare Es-
centuals tutorial videos

Tutorial Videos:

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cBh-B0h7aJI

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zdy576AWljk

Date found:

February 12, 
2010

These YOUTUBE videos 
show consumers how to use 
Bare Minerals products cor-
rectly.

Post by: Mellie on 
Blogspot.com

*Name: Mellie

*Review: Bare Escentuals Well 
Rested (recommendations)

February 8, 2010 Review: “I really do enjoy 
this product and I think that, 
when used in conjunction 
with my other products, does 
a great job of  brightening up 
the dark areas underneath 
my eye. I feel that it defi-
nitely gives me a fresh, new 
look…”

Post by: Goodie 
Goodie Gum Drops 
on Blogspot.com

*Name: Goodie Goodie Gum 
Drops

*Blog: Bare Escentuals Give-
away

February 7, 2010 Blog: “When I first caught 
a glimpse of  the mineral 
foundation, I was skepti-
cal. How could such a fine 
powder effectively cover my 
red blotches and blemishes? 
But it surpassed my expecta-
tions…”

AssociatedContent.
com (blog site)

*Name: Nicole Dias

*Blog: Bare Minerals Makeup 
Review

February 7, 2010 Blog: “The key to a great 
makeup is one does not look 
like you are wearing any…”
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Bare Escentuals: 
    Social Media Monitoring Report

Purpose: 
According to its website, www.BareEscentuals.com, Bare Escentuals is a 

cosmetics company that prides themselves on mixing cosmetic and skincare ele-
ments to provide their customers not only with beauty products, but products 
that will at the same time help nourish their complexion. Bare Escentuals is a 
mineral based cosmetic company that sells skincare, cosmetics and body care 
under their BareVitamins, RareMinerals, and BareMinerals lines, respectively. The 
company provides a lightweight and healthy alternative to conventional cosmet-
ics, while only selling to exclusive retailers, as well as online and through infomer-
cials to preserve the upscale, premium image of  its brand and to increase brand 
loyalty.  

Currently, Bare Escentuals has launched a promotional campaign called “Re-
think What Matters” to promote it’s beauty line. The general idea of  the cam-
paign is to get feedback from consumers in order to improve the company’s 
existing products. The site provides quizzes and discussion boards for users to 
participate in. To reward participants, the company is giving away 500 goodie 
bags to these women. After taking the short quiz/poll, participants are given the 
opportunity to share their answers/thoughts with friends through a Facebook 
and Twitter link provided. The slogan for this campaign is Rethink going Bare in 
public.  

Methodology: 
The social media sites that were used to gather the data for research include 

Twitter, MySpace, Facebook, YouTube, and BlogSpot. These social media sites 
were located using social media search tools, such as IceRocket.com, Addic-
tomatic, and Technorati. Many comments were also found through a manual 
search of  these social media sites. Most Bare Escentuals consumers posted their 
comments within the timeframe of  February 6, 2010 through February 14, 
2010. There were a few older posts, but the majority of  these posts were within 
this specific timeframe. The credibility of  these sources were determined by 
the number of  listeners one consumer had, (i.e. followers on Twitter, Facebook 
friends, subscribers to blogs, hits on YouTube), because these directly related to 
how many other potential consumers would hear what these specific consumers 
had to say about the company.



Results:
Bare Escentuals customers expressed in various social media networks that, 

in general, the company’s products really do work for them. Many consumers 
commented on the products effectiveness. Elaine Faye writes in her MySpace 
Blog: Bare Escentuals Buxom Lash, on February 9, 2010,“ So, this is an amaz-
ing product! I have very short thin eye lashes and this mascara made them so 
long and lush.”  An anonymous Bare Escentuals user from the MySpace Group, 
Bare Minerals’ Girls said “After only using it for about 3 weeks, I have noticed 
a huge difference. I don’t break out as much or as often. My skin is more even 
toned. My skin looks and feels healthier. And it makes most of  the acne scars 
appear lighter and almost non-existent.” Blog writer Mellie wrote in her blog 
titled Review: Bare Escentuals Well Rested (recommendations) on February 8, 
2010, “I really do enjoy this product and I think that, when used in conjunc-
tion with my other products, does a great job of  brightening up the dark areas 
underneath my eye. I feel that it definitely gives me a fresh, new look…” Finally, 
blogger Goodie Goodie Gumdrops wrote in their blog titled Bare Escentuals 
Giveaway on February 7, 2010,  “When I first caught a glimpse of  the mineral 
foundation, I was skeptical. How could such a fine powder effectively cover my 
red blotches and blemishes? But it surpassed my expectations…”

Bare Escentuals seems to take care of  many of  its employees just as well as 
they do their customers. Adi Teodoru, a Bare Escentuals employee said Febru-
ary 12, 2010, on the Facebook fan page, Bare Escentuals Fans, “BE is not only 
one of  the best brands of  make up and skin care, but it is also one of  the best 
working environments I have ever had the pleasure of  being part of. The peo-
ple are friendly, there is plenty of  room for advancement, and they are willing to 
work with you on practically everything.” Employee Naa Odarkai Amele Mills 
said in response to Teodoru’s comment on February 12, 2010, “I love working 
for them too. Who knew you could really love what you do for a living.”

Many customers have developed loyalty to the brand. Megan Welker said on 
Twitter, February 8, 2010, “bare minerals is theeee best! I’ve used it for 6 years. 
Seriously, it’s that good!” She has 256 followers. MonaFayev, a Bare Escentuals 
consumer Tweeted on February 7, 2010, “thank u! I was a MAC person, then 
my gf  showed me bare minerals. My fav 2 now! Lol (& it’s a bit cheaper).” She 
has 187 followers.  

Though many customers seem to be happy with their purchases and with the 
company itself, some customers are running into difficulties with the prod-
ucts, specifically confusion about how and when to use which product as first 
time buyers. Amber Russel Treat commented on the Bare Escentuals Fan’s 
Facebook page in the complaint section on February 6, 2009, stating “at 1st i 
did not get the BE experience. It is a totally different experience. It took some 
time for me to get used to it.” Lori Moore Marshburn commented on the same 



fan page in the discussion section on February 12, 2010, stating “There are so many 
steps when applying [Bare Escentuals] that it gets confusing when you’re a newbie.” 
Christie Comstock also commented on this fan page on February 12, 2010 stating 
“My husband got me Bare Minerals for Valentines Day...so I am a new user, a little 
nervous but very excited.” In the Bare Minerals’ Girls MySpace fan page, user Mila’s 
Mommy~Whimsy~ posted a similar comment on Feb 12, 2010 saying “Last weekend 
I picked up “Double Dewy,” All over face colors, in Warm Radiance and Bare Radi-
ance… I couldn’t pass it up, but I’m not sure how to apply it correctly.” Videos have 
been posted on YouTube that discuss proper use and application of  Bare Escentual 
Products. These videos are also located on the official Bare Escentuals website, www.
bareescentuals.com.

Conclusion: 
The Company has generated much brand loyalty and generally seems to be well 

liked by its consumers. In conducting research, there were not many negative com-
ments that found through social media sites. One of  the few big issues consumers 
had was general confusion about the product as new users. Bare Escentuals has 
begun to address this problem through its “Re-Think What Matters” campaign. The 
company may also decide to address this issue by asking each customer before they 
purchase the product whether they have used the product before, and send additional 
information to first time users along with the product they have purchased. The 
company may also want to look into increasing awareness about how to locate the 
information and tools they provide to assist consumers with their Bare Escentuals 
products. The information the company provides is very helpful, but not as promot-
ed as it could be. 


